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SO LONG, CES 2015! 
 

CES 2015 was bigger than ever: 150,000+ attendees from over 150 countries, 1.9 million feet of space, 3,200 

exhibitors and 20,000 products! 

 

To help our guests navigate it all, we curated original and third-party news and insights on our own CES 2015 

content hub, “The Connected Life,” at http://mediacom.com/CES. The site organized information into four 

important categories – HOME, MOBILITY, HEALTH & WELLNESS and LIFESTYLE – and we’ve pulled the best of 

that content to provide you with a comprehensive review of the entire show right here.  

 

Please contact Stephanie Fierman, Daniel Haack or your own team at MediaCom if you would like additional 

information. 

 

HOME 

Data Connects the Internet of Things (IoT): Major manufacturers 

(LG, Sony, Bosch, Panasonic and Canon) and retailers like Lowe’s 

were in full regalia at the show, promoting their visions of 

connectivity.  There’s no doubt that the consumer, the home and 

the car will be surfing the Web very soon.  

 

The data generated by all of these connections and mini-

transactions is where the opportunities lie for most marketers. 

MediaCom’s global head of strategy for business development, 

Jon Gittings, shared our view with Campaign HERE, putting a 

provocative stake in the ground by saying that we may all soon be 

“data businesses that deliver advertising and messaging” (the Belfie stick notwithstanding).  

 

IoT – We’ve Only Just Begun: With vastly improved networking, storage capacity, automation software platforms 

and bandwidth, more and more of our personal devices will have Internet addresses in 2015, which will allow a 

consumer to complete more tasks quicker than at any time in the past.  

 

This burgeoning IoT market also provides tremendous opportunity for software and hardware companies to 

provide what consumers at home and at work can use but may not yet know they need: more sensor-driven 

devices and software that will automate tasks that have always been manual and repetitive. Of course, one very 

big question remains: how do we secure everything to keep the bad guys out? 

 

http://mediacom.com/CES
mailto:stephanie.fierman@mediacom.com
mailto:daniel.haack@mediacom.com
http://www.campaignlive.com/article/ces-post-mortem-advertising-not-know/1328907
http://techcrunch.com/2015/01/07/the-belfie-proves-weve-officially-reached-peak-selfie/
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Smart Home Products Continue to Emerge: Google, Microsoft, Amazon and Apple are already familiar names in 

the connected home space, but older companies like Cisco, in partnership with Comcast and Bosch, are also  

moving deeper into the cloud-based entertainment services market. At CES, Cisco previewed an entire portfolio 

of video, mobility, collaboration, broadcasting and connected home products in the cloud. Other big players like 

HP, IBM and Dell are all likely to delve more deeply into the home market in the future. 

 

Here are a few of the companies and products that caught our eye: 

The Noke padlock secures your stuff using Bluetooth and an app on your iPhone which enables 

remote use. Have an unreliable cousin coming to visit and don’t want to give him the key? You 

get the picture. Unlocking Noke in person is easy, too: give it a squeeze, and it’ll open if the right 

phone and “key” are detected. 

 

Interior designers and home buyers and sellers, rejoice! Place the 

Snapkin device on the floor for a quick and easy 2D and 3D digital 

floorplan of the room. The user can then download this floorplan to 

experiment with ways to design and place furniture, window 

treatments and art.  

 

 

 

The Butterfleye personal surveillance camera is similar to Dropcam but doesn’t require 

power cords; instead, it runs on a battery that lasts up to two weeks. Butterfleye uses a Wi-

Fi and Bluetooth low-energy connection and can detect heat, movement, humans and 

objects. The device also uses Active Eye Intelligence, which learns and responds to your 

behavior: it can detect when you are out and turn itself off, for example, or detect a person 

entering the room and turn on. 

 

Video Display Quality Continues to Improve: New 4K screens from Samsung, HP and others provide a video 

experience that is ten times sharper and more detailed than standard hi-def ones can. This makes 4K infinitely 

more promising, not only for entertainment purposes, like movies, gaming and live events, but also for remote 

surgical applications and intricate work conducted by artists and architects. 

 

Sling TV Makes Profound Change in Entertainment Market: 

Conventional cable and satellite TV services now have a formidable 

new competitor. Sling TV won multiple awards at CES 2015, including 

Best of the Best, Best Home Theater… even Best Software. The 

product makes live cable TV available by subscription for just $20 per 

month. It’s aimed at the growing number of broadband users who 

simply do not want to pay $100 (or more!) each month for hundreds of 

channels they never watch.  

 

Sling TV is a potential game-changer for cord-cutters and the software 

itself is intuitive and easy to use. The product will also be compatible 

with iOS, Android and most set-top boxes, thereby minimizing set-up and acclimation time. 

 

 

 

 

 

What to take away from the Home space right now: for most marketers, the immediate need is to 

understand where your data comes from, how it connects consumers and its ultimate value. Existing digital 

data sources, including the likes of Facebook and Google, will need to demonstrate the value of their 

offerings as the IoT captures “real life” data from beyond the traditional Web experience. 

http://9to5mac.com/2015/01/07/noke-bluetooth-padlock-iphone/
http://www.snapkin.fr/en/
http://securitygem.com/butterfleye-is-wireless-video-surveillance-really-wireless/
http://www.engadget.com/2015/01/11/the-secret-to-sling-tvs-success/
http://www.engadget.com/2015/01/15/best-of-ces-2015-overall-winner-sling-tv/
http://www.engadget.com/2015/01/17/best-of-ces-2015-awards-home-theater-sling-tv/
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MOBILITY 
 

After the bottom dropped out of the real estate and financial markets six years ago, the road back has been 

steadily up and to the right. Since then, VCs, institutions and angel investors have been putting billions of 

dollars’ worth of trust – and hard cash – into the hands of entrepreneurs and technologists as they come up 

with new products and services that use the world's vastly improved bandwidth, software, hardware and 

networks to deliver services to the world's fast-growing population – mostly through mobile-connected devices. 

 

Sounds Abound, In Your Hand and In Your Ears:  Audio scientists have been hard at work 

cooking up new ways of listening to music in high definition, and at CES, Sony did not 

disappoint. The world got its first look at the Sony Walkman ZX2, child of the Sony 

Walkman ZX1, itself heir to the entire Sony Walkman legacy. Intended for the high-end 

audiophile, the $1,000+ product is loaded with features and proves that Sony can deliver 

in this somewhat specialized space. 

 

Meanwhile, Neil Young was everywhere at CES talking about his new PonoPlayer. As 

drones flew overhead and everyone raced to see the latest gadget, Young reminded 

everyone why we should care in the first place, saying, “It’s gotta be fun. If it’s not fun, it’s 

not worth doing. Music is about having a good time feeding your soul, whether it makes 

you laugh or it makes you cry, just so long as you feel as much as you can. That’s the 

mission of Pono.”  

 

Well said. 

 

Connected and Automated Vehicles Only in Their Infancy:  Five years ago, Ford and its Microsoft Lync IT system 

got all the attention for being among the first to unveil a usable connected vehicle. At CES 2015, Volkswagen, 

BMW, Lexus, Toyota, Audi, Mercedes-Benz and others all demonstrated their own connected automotive 

packages. As these systems continue to evolve, we expect to hear more about wireless sensor networks and 

improved road monitoring (i.e., companies positioning the broader societal benefits of their products) in the 

coming year. 

 

 

Bending without Breaking: Flexible and foldable smartphones may be years away, but 

Samsung and LG are laying the groundwork today. "Personally, I believe that design 

innovation using flexible displays will be one of the most important factors in the 

future," Samsung Display executive Lee Chang-hoon said. 
     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

What to take away from the Mobility space right now: marketers have the opportunity to listen and engage 

with consumers like never before, and the mobile space is ripe for smart and innovative new applications.  

http://www.cnet.com/products/sony-walkman-nwz-zx2/
http://www.digitaltrends.com/music/neil-young-pono-ces-rolling-stone-ponoplayer-hi-res/
http://www.pcworld.com/article/2871956/neil-youngs-pono-a-ghost-in-the-music-machine.html
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HEALTH & WELLNESS 

 
While incredibly exciting, it’s still very early days in the health and wellness category. The data that will ultimately 

be collected, however, and what could be done with it, has the potential to help provide solutions and remedies 

for what ails all of us. 

 

No Limits to Possibilities in Wearable IT:  An “old” technology, biometrics, has re-emerged as a feature in most of 

the connected devices we'll be owning in the future. Laptop and smartphone owners are already familiar with 

fingerprint sensors that allow only one user, but the biometric software and devices at CES go way beyond that 

simple use case. Most are being developed for security purposes, but other entrepreneurs are using their 

biometrically-driven imaginations to find new and interesting ways to measure bodily attributes, including skin 

temperature and voice/facial recognition. 

 

Take a look at these CES exhibitors: 

With the CaptureProof app, a user can send a doctor a picture or video 

of a health concern, such as a rash, bruise or skin laceration, and 

doctors can interact with patients and other physicians without 

meeting in person. The app is configured to satisfy HIPAA regulations 

and can link to a patient’s electronic health record, if available.   

 

 

The Smart Diet Scale is designed to measure portions. By placing your food 

on the scale, you can view the weight and nutritional value of each food item. 

Then you can track what you’ve been eating on the mobile app. 

 

 

Ever wonder what’s in that hot dog you’re eating? That may be your first mistake, 

but – if you really need to know – the SCiO is for you.  The SCiO is a “pocket 

molecular sensor,” which means you can point it at something and it will tell you 

everything there is to know about that item at a molecular level.  An iOS or 

Android app crunches the data, and boom: you know whether that 100% beef 

claim is true or baloney. 

 

Wireless in-ear headphones that double up as a fitness tracker: pretty cool, right? From 

what we saw at CES, the Bragi Dash promises to cram a heart-rate monitor, step 

tracker and MP3 player into a tiny, waterproof package for just $300. 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

What to take away from the Health & Wellness space right now: marketers who benefit from being in or 

near this space need to start looking at forming alliances or creating new products to stay relevant.  

http://www.crunchwear.com/category/technologies/biometric/
https://captureproof.com/
http://www.smartdietscale.com/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nbeZvaySvZ8
http://www.bragi.com/
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LIFESTYLE 
 

Technology is now enhancing existing experiences… and creating entirely new ones. And if we can get Neil 

Young into our CES wrap-up, we need at least one movie star, too. 

 

Virtual Reality is a Reality:  “She sits down on a rock, just a 

few feet away from me. She's tired, so completely drained 

that she doesn't even notice me here. Or maybe she doesn't 

care. We're just two travelers crossing paths in the 

wilderness. Maybe I should say something, I half-think. And 

then, without warning, Reese Witherspoon is looking at me.” 

So describes a scene from Wild – The Experience, a three-

minute VR tie-in to the Fox Searchlight film in which Reese 

Witherspoon portrays Cheryl Strayed, the woman who hiked a 

thousand miles after her mother's death and wrote a book 

about the journey. The experience is interactive: a 360-degree video where you can look wherever you want in 

the scene. Wild – The Experience runs on the Gear VR, and the studio partnered with Samsung to optimize the 

event for its aforementioned 4K ultra HD TVs. 

Indeed, the best VR experiences we’ve seen so far are ads or cool tie-ins to existing marketing campaigns, 

because that's where the money is right now. Of course, that could change. YouTube just announced that it is 

adding support for 360-degree video, Samsung has its own 360-degree video app and you can now buy a 

number of (very early) consumer-grade 360-degree cameras. Budding directors are starting to get the tools they 

need to experiment. 

Drones Becoming Their Own IT Segment:  Only recently just a novelty, drones are beginning to go mainstream in 

a big way. In fact, so many new companies were exhibiting drones that they warranted their own section of the 

convention center.  One of our own executives even saw a flyer in one of the booths that said, “Buy 20 drones 

and get one free.”   

 

Today, these remote-controlled flying devices are mostly being used for photo and video purposes, but other use 

cases are on the horizon. Experiments are being conducted in surveying, package delivery, law enforcement, 

weather data gathering, geographics and traffic management. Drones come with a host of security, safety and 

regulatory questions, but their presence at CES was, uh, just for fun.    

 

 
AirDog claimed the Best of CES award because it follows you 

wherever you go and even folds up small enough to fit into a 

backpack. Good dog! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

BlueMaestro’s Pacif-i, the world's first Bluetooth pacifier, enables anyone 

with a connected smartphone to track a baby's temperature, medicine 

intake and location.  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.theverge.com/2015/1/6/7499501/CES-2015-virtual-reality-wild-fox-searchlight
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jvDb0C5pGYI
https://www.airdog.com/
http://www.engadget.com/2015/01/15/best-of-ces-2015-awards-best-drone-or-robot-airdog/
http://bluemaestro.com/pacifi-smart-pacifier/
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The UltraHaptics system creates a vibration when you place your hand over 

an object containing its technology, enabling a user to operate basic 

functions of the object without touching it. For example, if you wanted to 

turn up the volume on your car stereo, waving your hand in front of the 

buttons would create a vibration that allows you to increase the volume. 

Using an algorithm that controls the volumetric distribution of the acoustic 

radiation force field that is produced, a virtual reality user could soon be 

able to “touch” what s/he sees, as well.  

 

 

 

Register once and pay for drinks, food and trinkets at large-

scale events without ever touching your wallet. The FastBar 

NFC-enabled bracelet connects to your credit card upon 

entry and you’re ready to go. At the end of the night, there’s 

no need to close out your tab; just leave and pick up your 

receipt by email. We see numerous enterprise applications 

for this simple and fun technology.  

 

 

 

 

 

Transform your sketches into digital images by drawing on paper positioned directly over 

the iSketchnote slate. From there, you can edit the drawing and share with friends via 

the mobile app. 

 

 

 

 

 

A futuristic technology marketers should keep an eye on: MUV Interactive‘s 

Bird uses light projection to transform any surface into a touchscreen 

through its wearable fingertip sensor. Just connect a smartphone, tablet or 

laptop to a projector, and you can turn anything from a table to a blank wall 

into an active touchscreen. 

 

3D Printing Makes a Case for Mainstream Use 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Kyl21 reinvents popsicles and Local Motors produces a 3D-printed car! 

 

If a technology that’s been around in limited use for about 30 years can produce food and automobiles, maybe 

we’ll see 3D printing enter the mainstream sooner rather than later. 

 

 

 

http://ultrahaptics.com/
https://getfastbar.com/
http://www.macrumors.com/2015/01/05/isketchnote-pen-paper-sketches-notes-ipad/
http://www.muvinteractive.com/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kyl21
http://blog.caranddriver.com/ride-the-fine-print-we-go-for-a-spin-in-local-motors-3d-printed-car/
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Laptops, Desktop PCs Aren't Going Anywhere: Companies such as Dell, Hewlett-Packard, Lenovo, Acer, Toshiba 

and others are seeing a resurgence in interest in laptop and desktop PCs, despite continued strong sales of 

tablets and smartphones. Hundreds of new-gen portable PCs were introduced at CES, and it’s easy to see why 

larger PC models are holding their own. There are simply some jobs, ranging from engineering to content 

creation, that need a larger form factor. While it's certainly possible to type a term paper or a book on a tablet or 

even a phone, the issue isn't about what's possible, it's about what's practical. 

 

 

Not Your Father’s Board: Onewheel is, well, one wheel away from being a 

true hoverboard, and a few were in use at CES this year. 

  

Then there’s the Hendo, “promising the world’s first REAL hoverboard and 

hover developer kit.” Will it happen? As of this writing, the project has 

raised a little over $500k on Kickstarter and we’re told to “get ready” for 

October 2015. Just in time 

for… CES 2016! 

 

 

Almost Human:  If you don't like artificial intelligence, you 

might want to look away now. Electronics manufacturer 

Toshiba showed off a new android robot at CES that looks, 

talks, sings and cries like a real woman… and it's creepy.  

ChihiraAico is a humanoid robot made to look like a 32-

year-old Japanese hostess. She is a prototype the 

company is developing to help [quote] “create effective 

communication between humans and non-humans." 

Okayyyyy… 

 

 

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

MAYBE NEXT YEAR? 

 
Now that we are seeing more and more devices that can potentially throw off data, we believe that CES 2016 

will showcase how we use that information to satisfy consumer desires and create experiences that move us 

into the future faster through advanced robotics and automation. We’re talking real AI – Artificial Intelligence.  

David Shing, AOL’s Digital Prophet and a MediaCom CES panelist, envisions a world in which we hand over 

control to the machines and they learn what we need and want, “so we can just live, man.”    

 

What we’ll do when we no longer have to pay attention to the road, create a grocery list or habitually check our 

sleeping babies every 30 minutes is anyone’s guess. “Space: the final frontier,” anyone? 

 

 

What to take away from the Lifestyle space right now: marketers can capitalize on a consumer’s desire to try 

new experiences. People are welcoming technology that suspends or enhances reality, opening the door for 

companies with the stamina and funding to develop out-of-this-world brand experiences.  

http://rideonewheel.com/
http://www.theverge.com/video/2015/1/8/7516307/riding-the-onewheel-at-ces-2015
https://www.kickstarter.com/projects/142464853/hendo-hoverboards-worlds-first-real-hoverboard
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/sciencetech/article-2902199/The-21st-century-GEISHA-Creepily-realistic-robot-hostess-talks-sings-motions-hands.html

